TRUCK RESTRICTION PERMIT
(For Eighth Street, Shaw Mountain Road and Table Rock Road)

In an effort to preserve street safety in the neighborhoods of Eighth Street, Shaw Mountain Road and Table Rock Road and still allow commerce, the following restrictions will apply to all trucking activities on these streets as designated. Emergency vehicles are exempt.

Restricted Area:
Truck operations that require the use of vehicles with an overall length greater than forty-four (44) feet, herein referred to as long loads, must obtain an annual permit from the Ada County Highway District (ACHD) to operate on:
- Eighth Street/Sunset Peak Road from Fort Street to the Ada County line,
- Shaw Mountain Road/Rocky Canyon road or portions thereof,
- And, on Table Rock Road or portions thereof.

Permit Conditions:
1. Trucking operations from one site or location (to and from) utilizing five or fewer trucks per day will not be required to utilize a pilot car.
2. Trucking operations requiring more than five trips (to and from) per day will be required to convoy in groups of five and will be required to utilize a pilot car equipped with an appropriate rotating beacon and long-load convoy sign that will proceed the convoy group.
3. Long-load speed limits are restricted to fifteen miles per hour, until reaching State Street.
4. Long-load operations are restricted to the hours between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
5. Logging trucks area required to use a double set of wrappers (four each) on every load.
6. Total trips per day from any site or location are not allowed to exceed 1 percent of the total trips per day of any given street, as per the most recent traffic count in ACHD records.
7. Trucking operations may be suspended to accommodate events (i.e. races, parades or neighborhood fairs).

ACHD participation:
The ACHD will post signs on affected streets explaining permit requirements for long loads. Permits may be obtained at the ACHD offices at 3775 Adams St. in Garden City.

COMPANY ______________________ ACHD
ADDRESS ______________________ AUTHORIZATION __________
AGENT ______________________ DATE __________
PHONE ______________________

PLEASE KEEP COPY IN TRUCKS TAKING IMPACTED ROUTES